ABSTRACT. The results of [ 1 ] concerning tight C0* limit of the Poisson kernel of a tube domain, as its parameter converges to a point on the cone boundary, are extended under certain hypotheses to Siegel domains of type II.
I. Notation and basics. In this paper we extend some of the results of [1] to Siegel domains of type II (which we will henceforth call "Siegel domains"). This paper is a sequel to [1] , from which we draw our basic notation. Also we wiU refer freely to paraUel results and proofs in that paper.
We wiU make use of two notational conveniences. The lower-case letter c, with or without subscripts, wül always denote a positive constant or function dependent only on the dimensions m and « and the original Siegel domain Í2 = J2r .j, under consideration (see below). Secondly, we wiU omit explicit references to degenerate cases (such as « = 0) while including them in our theorems: the interpretation of the 0 x k matrices, 0x0 determinants, etc., arising in these cases is obvious.
1.1. Definitions. Let Cm = Rm © /Rm and C" be finite-dimensional vector spaces over C, with (fixed) inner products induced by the direct sum, and Rm a (fixed) real form of Cm. A Siegel domain of class (m, ri) is a domain £2 of Cm+n = Rm © iRm © C" defined as foUows [2] , [4] :
(1) Í2 = nr<¡, ={(x + iy + i*(z), z): jc G Rm,y G T, z G C}, where *: C" x C" -»• Cm is a Hermitian form (relative to Rm) satisfying, for the proper cone T, Its operation on SI is defined by (3) and (4) (x, z) [(iy, 0)] = (x + iy + i$(z), z), y E T.
We set up the canonical identification of Rm © C", N, and Í20 by (5) (x, z) G Rm © C" «-(x, z) G A/ <-♦ (x, z) [(0, 0)] = (x + i$(z), z) G S2".
The canonical measures dp on fi0 and dv on A/ are those induced by canonical Lebesgue measure JXm + 2" on Rm © C" under this identification; dv is Haar measure on N. The group N is transitive on Í20 and acts on SI (or Í2). Rm © C" may be identified with the underlying vector space of the Lie algebra of N, and then the canonical identification becomes the exponential map. AU the structure in the above definition is invariant under transformations of the form Q ®U, where Q is real orthogonal on Rm ©i'Rm and i/is unitary on C": we shall therefore freely identify Siegel domains which are related by such transformations.
1.2. Definition (see [2] ). The Szegö kernel S(Z, W) = SW(Z) of Í2 is the reproducing kernel of H2(£2), where the norm on H2(Sl) is defined as the L2 norm of the £20 boundary values using the measure dp. The Poisson kernel ?(Z, W) = ?W(Z), Z E Í20, W G SI is defined by (6) ?W(Z)= II SW\\22\SW(Z)\2.
Using Haar measure and the uniqueness of S, one easUy gets S(v(Z), v(W)) = S(Z,W) for vEN, and hence P(i^(Z), v(W)) = P(Z, W). Since for our purposes we may assume Z G Í20, we need only investigate the functions S and P, where S(u; x, z) m S(x + i*(z),;z; iv, 0), (?) P(v; x, z) = p(x + i$(z), z; iv, 0), v E r, x E Rm, z G C".
The usual method yields [2] (8) P(v; x, z) = \S(v; x, z)\2/Si2u; 0, 0).
Claim. Suppose A E GL(m, R) and F G GL(n, C), and SI = Slr¡a>
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is a Siegel domain of class (m, n). Then Í2' = (A ©F)Í2 is also a Siegel domain: in fact Í2' = SV,»-, where r' =Ar and *' = ^*B-Here^i>B is defined by (9) (A*8)(z, w) = AHB~lz, B~lw), z,wEC".
Also
(10) Sa>(Av, Ax, Bz) = (det A)~l\ det F|-2Sn(i;; jc, z), (10 Pa-(Av,Ax, Bz) = (det^r'ldet F|-2Fn(u;jc, z).
Proof. Elementary, using uniqueness of S. 1.4. Claim (explicit formulas). Define C" to be the n x « complex matrices, Hn C C" the Hermitian matrices, H* C Hn the positive definite matrices. For a G Y* define 4>(a) G H* by requiring <<I>(z, w), a> -zt^(a)w. Then (12) S(v;x, z) = 2n-mTT-m-n f t e-< *(*)+«-'*.<»> det $(a)dX'"(a).
J r Let S(v; a, z) denote the m + 2«-dimensional Fourier transform of S with respect to jc and z, where z is treated as a 2«-dimensional real variable with real inner product <z, w>R = Reiz, w), and similarly for P(v; a, z). Then where V* = (T* + a/2) n (r* -a/2) C T*. and c(u) takes such a value that F(u;0,0)=l.
Proof. Formula (12) is essentiaUy the same as Gindikin's formula given in [2] : we have merely integrated the expression for L(a) in that paper. The Fourier inversion formula appUed to (12) immediately gives us the Fourier transform with respect to jc alone: S(v; -a,z)= 4nxr.(a)e-2,r<*(z>+l'>ût> det *(a).
Multiplying by exp(27r/Re<z, z> ) and integrating over z EC" yields (13) upon diagonaUzing $(a) by a unitary transformation of C. (14) foUows from (8) and the product formula for Fourier transforms, using the fact that the Poisson kernel has unit integral.
1.5. Claim. Let /be a function of LP(N) = Lp(Rm © C) = Lp(Sl0), 1 < p < oo. For W E SI define Pf(W) = </ Vw) to be the Poisson integral off; if /EL2, define Sf(W)= </, Sw) to be the Szegö-integral or holomorphic part off Then for (x, z) G N, v E T, and convolution in A/, we have
Proof. (15) follows from (7), the group invariance of S, and the fact that S(v; x, z) = S(v; -x, -z). The proof of (16) Suppose 7 G G, 7 = (r, *; v); let T C Rm and U C C" be subspaces of real dimension k and complex dimension / respectively. If SI = í2r>lj), we define (18) 5(7; x, z) = Sy(x, z) = Sa(v; x, z);
( 19) P(T, x, z) = Py(x, z) = Pn (v; x, z);
PT-u(r,xi,zl) = pW(x1,zx) = f , f ,*r.*i +x2,zx +z2)d\2n-2l(z2)d\m-k(x2), Jtlj u1 for x G R'", x, G T, z E C", z, G U.
1.7. Theorem (kernel continuity). Let T, U be fixed, notation as in 1.6.
Tlien the map from G into C0(Rm © C") defined byy\-*Sy maps G continuously into Lp(Rm © C), 2 < p < °°. The map from G into CAT © U)
defined by y i-► P^'u sends G continuously into LP(T © U), 1 < p < °°.
Proof. The kernels are clearly C0, so it wiU be enough to show the first claim for L2 and L°°, and the second for Z,1 and L°°. To do this, we go to the Fourier transform side. All the transformed kernels are exponentiaUy decreasing, and uniformly so over compact subsets of G. Since 7 1-*■ S is clearly Ll and L2 continuous on compact sets, it is continuous in these norms, and the first claim follows. The L1 cases of the second claim follow from (8), Fubini's theorem, and the L2 case of the first. The L°° case follows from the Lx behaviour of the Fourier transform of P^,u, which is just the restriction of Py to T © U.
II. Tight Cq convergence of the Poisson kernel as its parameter approaches a boundary point. In this section p will denote a point in T. By pL we wiU mean the subspace [{p}]1; and Y*(p) -lnn(pL n F*),
Here brackets around a subset of a vector space denote the linear span of that subset, and rp is the largest closed subcone of T such that p E Inn Tp = Yp. Thus, at p, the cone Y is "flat" in F, directions, "sharp" in T2 directions, and "rounded" in F3 directions. Other notation is as in [1].
2.1. Definition. Let fi = Í2r .j, be a Siegel domain of class (m, ri), and let per.
p is called a nicely differentiable ("nice") point of F with respect to <i> if the following hold:
(a) p is a "nice" point of F [1,2.6] ;
Here the systematic confusion about the domain of 4> arises: we consider 4>(a) as a transformation of C", and the outer 4> as in (2) . Note that if, as "usually" happens, Yp ={q EY: (q, a) = 0} some a G Y *(p), then (b) is automatically satisfied. Also note that (since Ker 4>(a0 + tß) = (Ker $(a0)) n (Ker 4>(/?)) for aoß EY*,t> 0) Ker *(a) = H^f* (p) Ker $(ß) for every aGr*(p).
2.2. Claim. Let notation be as above, p a "nice" point, and let Tf = Tj(p). Define Ux = Ker *(/î) C C" for ß E Y *(p) and let U2 = U\. If a = a, + a2 + a3 G F*, a,. G T¡, we have
where the ^'s, F's and C's are linear functions of the a^'s. Now let Tj be the orthogonal projection of Rm onto F.-and 7r.-the orthogonal projection of C" onto U¡. For ô > 0 define the standard differentiator (A ©F)5 =A6 ©F6, where A6 =tx + 5-1r2 +5_2t3 andF6 =ttx +5-17r2. Then if p is a "nice" point with respect to 3> and ro = Umg^o A6Y, then $" = Umg^Q A&$ B exists, is r0-definite, and is defined by
Furthermore, C(a3) > 0 for a3 G T*(p) and A(ax) > 0 for a, G Inn t,(T *) = r,(r*).
Proof. Since a2, a3 1 T, the zeros in the top left in (21) foUow from 2.1(b). Since T*(p) spans T3, it foUows that Ux C Ker $(a3) Va3 G r3, and the form of $ (ot3) 
hence since C(a3) > 0 we get
But if a, is the base point of the cone (ro* -a2 -a3) n Tx, then a, -a, G Tp* by [1, 2.11];hence A(ax -a'x) > 0 and.4(a,) = ^4(0,). Therefore we may assume that the a, of (c) is the base point of (r£ -a2 -a3) ñ Tx. forms, we need only prove these are equal. Let (J32,ß3)£A = (r2 + r3) (T*).
If 0, = ßx(ß2, ß3) is the base point of (F* -ß2 -ß3) n F,, we have by 2.3 that A(ßx) = B(ß2)C(ß3)~lB*(ß2). Now (see (13)) define the quadratic form (27)L^(ß,a-,w,2) = ^(ß + f)-1(w + z^ + %(ß-fj-l^wJ-y
If we require ay, fy ET¡; w¡, z¡ E U¡; ß = ßx + ß2 + ß3, w -wx + w2, and ri=ßx -ßx(ß2,ß3),uien L<t,o(ß,ax;w,zx) = L<f> (Tj,ax;wx -B(ß2)C(ß3)~lw2,zx)
where the lower-dimensional Z,* is defined as in (27). p Hence the inner integral of (14) is evaluated fcn exp (-|/.«0(ft a, ; w, £,)) rfX2"(w)
• /j, exp/'-^L^ÍTj.a.jw,, z1)jdX2"1w1 = ci(^3)/fy exP (-\L*JÜ> «i*« wv zi)) d\2"lwx.
Substituting in (14), puUing out the ßx(ß2, ß3) term, and integrating over (rp*)a x A as in [1, proof of 2.11], we see that Pci0(v, ax,zx) = c2 (p, v2, v3)Pnp(p; ax, z,).
Since 1 = F(jc; 0, 0) for aU Poisson kernels, we have C2 = 1. This completes the proof.
Theorem (tight C0* convergence and Li boundary values).
Suppose Pu(x, z) = P(v; x, z) is the Poisson kernel of Í2 = Í2r $; p is a regular point of Y with respect to $; and for 0 < 6 < 50 > 0, vs EY and Um6_>0 u6 = p admissibly [1, 2.9]. 77ie« lim^,, F exists in the tight C0* sense for measures on N «s Rm © Cn;and it equals the measure dp which is defined for g E CAN) by (30) fgdpp = J^^ g(xx, zx)P(Tp, *p;p;xx, z,)<Am'x, </X2"'z,.
IffELq(N), 1 <<7 < oo and we define the Poisson integral Pfoffas in 1.5, then under the above assumptions, in the Lq norm,
where the middle equalities are definitions, and the right-hand convolution is in N and well defined almost everywhere:
Proof. We note first that by the nature of the standard differentiator at p, and the kernel continuity theorem for Sl6 = Slr $ , it foUows that for arbitrary e > 0 there exists M < °°, 8, > 0 such that if 5 < 5, and EiM, e) = {(x, + x2 + x3, z, + z2): x¡ E T¡, z¡ G Uf, |x,|2 + |z,|2 <M2, \x2\2 + \x3\2 + \z2\2 <e2} then Now by uniform continuity of g on F(Ai, e), and Lemma 2.4, the first paragraph follows as in [1, 2.11] . The second part now foUows using [1, 1.8], which works just as weU for Lq i\<q< oo).
III. Weak-type (1.1) boundedness and almost everywhere convergence. The polytopic case. We begin by considering octant-based Siegel domains: as in [1] these wiU prove the key to polytopic Siegel domains, or Siegel domains in which T is a polytopic cone. Thus we assume T = T+ = (0, °°)m, and that each coordinate function of 4> is > 0. In the foUowing, / wiU denote a vector of Zm, and 2l the vector (2*1, 2'2,... ,2'm). We say / < /' if /} < /' V/. a wiU denote a permutation of (1.m).
We say / belongs to a if / >la >'">l0
. where itj is the orthogonal projection of C" onto (/?. We thus get A¡r = T, but <ï>; = ^4,* 'is given in block matrix form by replacing the A';s° in (35) by 2 V V2S)/2 N ote that if / belongs to more than one permutation a, then r(l), s(l), A¡, B¡, and $, are independent of the choice of o. Since for any / and /, a o can be found such that / and / + a! both belong to o, this implies r(l) is a nondecreasing function of /; in fact, for / > l0, we get 0 < r (/) -r(/0) < n(s(l) -s(/0)) = nsil -l0).
3.1. Claim. For any compact K C r there are constants CX(K), C2 (K) such that
Proof. It suffices to assume / belongs to a fixed permutation a. But since under this assumption la + la -2/a. < 0 for r>j, s >j, it follows by (35) The scalar expression z'<I>(a)z~= ($(z), a> wiU henceforth be denoted by 4>(a)(z), forzGC",aGRm.
It is immediate that Rm © C" is the disjoint union of the E,(v). We now estimate Xm + 2"(F;) and max{Fiu; jc, z): (jc, z)EE¡(v)}. This wUl enable us essentially to showFy is "radially almost-everywhere fast-decreasing" [1, 1.11, 1.12], and thus to get the weak-type inequality.
3.3. Lemma . There exist constants cx, c2 > 0 (dependent on $) such that (38) 2î(,)+r(,) cx < Xm + 2"(F,) < 2î(')+r(,)c2; we easily see that F¡ C Ef c yJmF,. Diagonalizing $(2"') we note that X2n(F,) = c/det $(2-'), where c = volume of unit baU. This proves (38), using (36) and the fact that det 4>(2"') = 2-r(/)det $,(1, 1,. . ., 1).
To prove (39) we get an explicit formula for the Szegö kernel. We have S(v; jc, z) = 2"-mir-m-"Jo" e'*1'1 j" e- We define /fc = /fc(£>) = fc2/&D a/, rfl = {x G R": xy = 0 VjED}, TD = Inn(rD n F"), í/D = {z6C": <ï>(z) G TD}. Suppose f EL1 (Rm © C"). Tlien for almost every (x2, z2) ET1 ®Ul the following holds: Let K CYp © F © U be compact, and e > 0. If for 0 < 5 < ô0 > 0, (t»| ; jc62, z\ ) G F2 and lim^,, (uf ; jcf, z£ ) = 0, then (with definitions as in 2.5) Urn Pf(v* +v2;(xl +x2,zi + z2) o (jcf.zf))
6->0 (50) = F/(u1;jc1 +x2,zl +z2)
uniformly over (vl ; jc1, z1 ) G K.
Proof. To begin with we assume Y = T?. Note that /</'=* F, C F,-. Moreover, the Schwarz inequality on the quadratic forms <p(a;) (z) = <<ï>(z), a'"> implies E,° E¡C 4E¡ and E, ° F; ° F, C 9F,. Since F, is symmetric in N, it follows by a slight variation in the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [5] that if k h-> l'k is any increasing function from Z into Zm, then (51) Xm + 2"({fGAf:(/*>I'f.)(,;)>isomeÄ:GZ})<c||/||1/f Vf > 0. k Lemma 2.3 of [5] implies that a similar weak-type inequality holds when one replaces ty,-v/ithHD k in (51).
We claim that if e > 0, K C Yp © F © U is compact, (ir, jc, z) G Fe n (t © t © 7t)_1A:, fr is the integer such that 2*" ' <|t1u|<2*, and D = {/G{1.m}: py = 0}, then (52) P(v, (f. w) » (x, z)) < c(e, K)HDk(t, w), where c(e, K) is independent of k. Indeed, the conditions imply there exists / > 0 dependent only on K and e, such that lk -/ < /0(u) <lk + I and (jc, z) G E, +2/~. Also we may assume F, ° F, C F/+y for aU /. The claim now foUows from Lemma 3.3, and the definitions, since *, < c(l )*;+7 independently of /. For fEL1, choose for each integer r > 0 a function hrELl such that II «,1! < 2~r and / -«r G C0. Define the regular set (2 C W as foUows: Proof. Note that the last inequaUty in the definition makes R2 a narrower set. The proof foUows by converting the argument of Pf into the form of (50).
IV. Examples, remarks, conjectures. In a Siegel domain SI = Slr $ we have <Ï)(C") CTC Rm, where $(z) = <I>(z, z), z G C". The image set i>(C") is a cone, but it may not be convex; it is therefore convenient to deal with $ = closed convex huU of 4>(C"). We note at once that in the decomposition $* = F0 © A*, A* is a Hermitian cone; this foUows from the r-definiteness of $. Thus $ is a Hermitian dual cone on the subspace [$] . Note also that 4.1(b) can be expressed in dual terms: Q, is minimal iff ** = F*, and loose iff F* -{0} C ** = Int $*. The "minimal" and "loose" Siegel domains are extreme cases, as can be seen by consulting the definition; but in fact most common examples of Siegel domains faU into one or the other of these categories. Tube domains are examples of loose Siegel domains; the common nontube infinite realizations of Cartan domains are all minimal Siegel domains.
4.2. Examples. The best known examples of Siegel domains are the infinite reaUzations of Cartan domains [3] , [4] , [5] . The simplest of these is the A sirmlar analysis shows each point of the Siegel domain of type IVb(A:) is regular: one merely has to shift over to quaternion-Hermitian matrices and quaternion inner products [5] . Again, the lower-dimensional Siegel domains of Theorem 2.5 are also of type IVb, and the domain itself is minimal. Example 4.2(b) . The classical tube domains aU satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. Indeed, the cones are the cones of positive definite Hermitian (type I), real symmetric (type II), and quaternion Hermitian (type IV(a)) matrices, respectively, all of which are regular cones in the sense that aU their boundary points are regular. In each case the analogue of (60) Remark. We note here that the direct sum of regular Siegel domains is regular (see 4.4 below). Thus all symmetric Siegel domains constructed from the classical domains are regular. The exceptional Siegel domains [3] , [5] are pre-,:)■ F, GC> *-*!,/» *2 *= *~k2,l ECt sumably regular also, although we have not carried out the calculations to prove this. 4.3 . Examples. If we restrict ourselves to minimal Siegel domains, it is easy to construct "pathological" examples. They suggest that Hermitian dual cones might be an interesting object of study. 4.3(a) . Define $: C3 x C3 -» R4 + /R4 as foUows:
(63) $(z, w) = (zxwx, zxw3 + z2w2 + z3wx, z2w3 + z3w2, z3w3).
Equivalently, $ is the form such that /a, 0 a2\
(64) $(a) = 10 a2 a3 J, a = (a,, a2, a3, a4) G R4. To prove (f), let p: Rm-1 --*■ Rm be an affine map with p(0) = a0 and |p(|3)| > |a0| for ß E Rm_I. Without loss of generality we may assume that there are neighbourhoodsN¡ of 0 in Rm~'(j = 1, 2) and a real valued function jî, on JV2 such that for ßL = (ß2, . . . , ßm_,), ßx(ßl) > 0 and (68) (ßx,ßi)ENx np-\dY*)<=*ßlEN2andßx = ßx(ßL).
Let *(/3) = $ [p(ß)] for ß ENX. Since 0 < « = dim Ux, where Ux = Ker $(a0), there exists e > 0 such that aU nonzero eigenvalues of <b(a0) = *(0) are > 2e. Using the Cauchy integral formula for matrices, integrating for a projection around the circle of radius e about 0, we see that in some neighbourhood of 0, the orthogonal projection 7r1(3 of Uxß is an analytic function of ß, where (69) Uxß = Y, © {Us: Us is eigenspace of eigenvalue s of ^(ß), and |s| < e}.
Defining U2S¡ = UXß, Tr2ß = I -ttx¡¡, we can use the Gram-Schmidt process on {TTjßßj}, where {ßk} is a fixed orthonormal basis of U¡ = Uj0, to define a unitary map F;/3: t/;--► /7//3 which is an analytic function of ß. Setting Rß = Rxp ©F2<J, we see that Rß. C ->■ C" is unitary and analytic in ß, and F0 = /. Let (° °) be the (Ux, i/2)-block matrix expression for *(0), and let
Since in addition to (68) we may assume (ßx, ßL) EN2n p~l(Y*) => ßx > 0, it follows that * [(f, 0, 0, . . . , 0)] > 0 for 0 < f < f0 > 0 and hence Ax > 0; also C> 0 by definition of Ux. Expanding, we see that for some matrixC, since off-diagonal blocks of RßV(ß)Rß are identically zero. By continuity, the upper left-hand block of (djdßx)F* V(ß)Rß is > 0 for ß in some neighbourhood of 0.
*•»* -«tai
Thus, assuming A", and N2 small enough, we have by the assumption of (f) r*S/ an analytic function 9: Nx ->■ R such that (71) 3fl(0)/30, >0 and 6(ßf = det *(/3) forßGA^,,
{ßENx: 6(ß) = 0}={ßENx:ßx=ßx(ß3-),ßiEN2}.
It follows that ßx(ßL) is analytic. Since k*(p) = 1, we have {ßL EN2: ßi(ßl) = 0} = {0}; since p is a "nice" point of F, the Hessian of ßx (ßL) at ßL = 0 must be positive definite. It follows as in [1] that r(p) = m -2, k(p) = 1,
